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1 Introduction 

From 06 September to 26 September 2023 included, Fluxys Belgium consulted the market 

on its proposed changes in the regulatory documents and on new storage tariffs for the 

period 2024 - 2027. 

 

The proposed modifications in the regulatory documents aim at: 

i. introducing  a cash deposit as an option for collateral 

ii. adapting the communication of GIS-exceeding 

iii. adjusting the fuel invoice model towards Energy in Cash 

 

2 Consultation process 

Fluxys Belgium launched this market consultation by publishing the proposed documents 

on its website - at the usual location for such consultations, supported by an 

announcement on its homepage -, via direct e-mailing to all registered market 

participants and associations. During the period from 06 September to 26 September 2023 

(included), stakeholders were invited to submit their written feedback and if needed, seek 

additional information through bilateral contacts with Fluxys Belgium. 

 

Taking into account the different comments received, Fluxys Belgium submits for approval 

to the CREG, the so amended version of the SSA, SP and ACS, as well as the storage tariff 

proposal for the period 2024 - 2027. 

 

3 Outcome of consultation process 

All comments received are listed and individually treated in the “Q&A’s”, included in the 

consultation report submitted to the CREG – see appendices. 

 

Introducing  a cash deposit as an option for collateral 

One party responded that many companies, located outside of Europe, face difficulties 

and delays in obtaining bank guarantees for businesses situated in Europe. Furthermore 

they stated that bank guarantees may not be the most suitable option, considering the 

dynamism of the markets and the speed at which opportunities arise. This party hence 

welcomed the introduction of a cash deposit as an option for collateral. Fluxys Belgium 

would like to remind that parties should first strive to get a bank guarantee. If this option is 

not possible, cash deposit and gas pledge can be considered. In the latter case, the setup 

would be to start with a cash collateral, switch to a gas pledge and revert to a cash 

collateral once the gas in storage is no longer sufficient to cover the creditworthiness 

obligation. 

 

Adapting the communication of GIS-exceeding 

Respondents generally speaking welcomed the proposal to communicate the maximum 

GIS-exceeding level on the commercial website of the storage operator. Fluxys Belgium 

would like to stress, however, that the maximum allowed GIS-exceeding could change 

during the storage year, based on underground simulations realized by Fluxys Belgium. 
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Two parties regret that it is not specified when the publication will take place, nor whether 

a published GIS-exceeding value can change during the same Storage Year, nor - if that is 

the case - when the final value will be published. Consequently, Fluxys Belgium proposes to 

(i) first define and communicate the maximum allowed GIS-exceeding at the start of the 

storage year, and (ii)  to only modify the maximum allowed GIS-exceeding during a storage 

year in case of an increase in value. 

 

Adjusting the fuel invoice model towards Energy in Cash 

One market participant appreciates the proposal of Fluxys Belgium to introduce a 

straightforward and transparent Energy in Cash system. However, in their opinion the cost 

of injection/withdrawal should be defined as a fixed fee that is published ahead of the 

capacity auctions. Fluxys Belgium would like to remind that it is impossible to forecast 

precisely the use of its storage installation before the sale of storage capacities. Making it 

impossible to define a fixed fee. 

 

Two other respondents suggest that Fluxys Belgium introduces a similar settlement 

mechanism as with the current Gas in Kind mechanism to recover the difference between 

the actual operational costs and the Energy in Cash fee that was paid by Storage Users. 

Fluxys Belgium wants to emphasize that Energy in Cash will cover gas and electricity 

consumption and also the CO2 emissions generated by the injection and withdrawal 

activities. This will change the cost profile compared to the situation that prevailed when 

own consumptions were covered by gas in kind only. Fluxys Belgium will monitor the 

evolution of the coverage of own consumptions by the Energy in Cash process and review 

the value of the commodity element for injection and withdrawal if needed. Any difference 

between energy in cash revenues and own consumption costs will be transferred to the 

regularization account. 

 

The same respondents would appreciate that the precisions on the way the commodity fee 

can change during the storage year will be integrated in the Access Code of Storage to 

have a clear framework. Taking into account the reaction of the market, Fluxys Belgium will 

organize a market consultation each time a commodity element needs  to be changed. 

 

Three market participants would like the definition of “Commodity Price Index of this Day” 

to be clarified. Fluxys Belgium would like to remind that he Commodity Price Index will be 

the ZTP European Gas Spot Index of the related gas day as published by EEX. Fluxys Belgium 

will also adapt the definition to indicate that the Commodity Price Index could be an index 

related to gas or electricity. 

 

Two other respondents suggested to extend the lead time of any change in the Commodity 

Price Index and to limit the number of changes to one per year. Fluxys Belgium suggests to 

extend the lead time of any change to the Commodity Price Index to three (3) months and 

to limit the number of changes to two (2) per storage year. 
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Storage tariffs 2024 – 2027 

Two respondents would appreciate to have the source of the inflation value used for 

calculating the storage tariffs. Fluxys Belgium would like to mention that the inflation used 

for the tariffs is the inflation (consumer price index) for 2023 of 3,9% as stated by the Federal 

Plan Bureau. 

 

The same respondents stress that the tariff methodology for storage does not stipulate that 

the storage regulatory account can be used to finance investments, and therefore 

requests that this investment be integrated to the RAB to stay in line with the storage tariff 

methodology principles. Fluxys Belgium proposes to use part of the regularization account 

accumulated at the end of the tariff period 2020-2023 to finance part of the investment 

in the compressors, which is allowed according to article 34 of the tariff methodology for 

the period 2020-2023. 

Both respondents would appreciate having more information on the cost of the 

investment in the new compressors. As mentioned in the tariff methodology, Fluxys 

Belgium would like to remind that investments are made under the supervision of CREG 

that will ensure that these investments are the most efficient possible. 

 

Finally, the same respondents believe that historical/current Storage Users should not bear 

Fluxys’ future commercial risks, and that any over/under revenue recovery should be 

compensated in the future tariffs as soon as it is reasonably possible. As a result, they 

request a total settlement of the storage regulatory account by the end of the next tariff 

period, i.e. 2027. Fluxys Belgium would like to emphasize that the €20 million at the end of 

2027 on the regularization account are intended to cover the commercial risk during the 

2024-2027 tariff period and thus also the stability of the tariffs on this period. Without a 

buffer any difference between the sales hypotheses made by Fluxys Belgium and the 

realized sales would directly impact the long-term storage users as the tariff methodology 

indicates that a negative regularization account will trigger an automatic correction of 

the tariffs. This is a situation that Fluxys Belgium, as a reasonable and prudent operator, 

wants to prevent. However, Fluxys Belgium proposes to reduce this buffer by 25% by 

decreasing the regulated tariffs, and to hence target a regulatory account of ca €15 

million at the end of the tariff period. 
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4 Appendices 

4.1 E-mail invite for consultation 
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4.2 List of documents in consultation 

The documents are available on our website (see 4.1): 

https://www.fluxys.com/en/natural-gas-and-biomethane/empowering-you/customer-

interactions/consultations-in-belgium---storage/fluxys-belgium-market-consultation-65 

 

 

 

 

4.3 Questions and answers - Public 

 

 

https://www.fluxys.com/en/natural-gas-and-biomethane/empowering-you/customer-interactions/consultations-in-belgium---storage/fluxys-belgium-market-consultation-65
https://www.fluxys.com/en/natural-gas-and-biomethane/empowering-you/customer-interactions/consultations-in-belgium---storage/fluxys-belgium-market-consultation-65
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4.4 Copy of written comments - Public  

 

All reactions 

Company First Name Last Name Confidential 

Cobblestone Luca Pitscheider NO 

Engie Nasma Sahbani NO 

Febeg Luc Huysmans NO 
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